OM 200
70 channel Fiber Optic Multiplexer
Data, Voice, T1/E1, Ethernet
Applications
iSecure data environments
iNoisy RFI environments - factory floor
iMixed data and voice communications
iAdd-drop topologies
Description
This versatile OC3 SONET multiplexer transmits multiple voice and data streams over a pair of high speed optical fibers.
A comprehensive selection of interfaces allows you to design a multiplexer which meets your needs. Four chassis sizes
allow 2, 4, 6, or 16 interface cards to be installed. If more interfaces are required, several chassis can be stacked at a
node. OM200s can be connected point-to-point, or they can be daisy chained in an add-drop manner. Additional fibers
can be installed between network endpoints to generate a self healing protection ring. A PC is used to setup connections
between interface cards during configuration.

Features
hData and voice in one chassis
hUp to 70 data channels in one chassis
hAdd-Drop (drop and insert) topology
hExtended temperature range (-40°C to 75°C)
hRedundant power supplies option

hSelf healing fiber ring
hAlarm contacts close on network problem
hSinglemode or multimode fiber versions
hFour chassis sizes
h5 Year warranty

Interface Cards
Optical Interface Each node must be equipped with at least one of these cards which transmits and receives the Sonet
OC3 frame. If redundant optics are required for increased reliability, a second optical card may be installed. Cards may
be ordered with isolated DC power inputs, allowing the OM200 chassis to be powered from a DC supply. Alarm contacts
close on a failure anywhere in the network. A port connects to the network management interface which allows monitoring
and configuring of all nodes on the network.
Part Number: OM200-OCA-XX-XX-XX
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no DC input (standard)
12V DC input
24V DC input
48V DC input

ST = ST optical connector
SC = SC optical connector
MM =
SM =
BU =
BD =

1310 nm multi-mode optics
1310 nm singlemode optics
1310 TX Singlemode single fiber (pairs with BD version)
1550nm TX singlemode, single fiber (pairs with BU version)

OM200-OCA1
This variant has dual DC power supply inputs. This is often used with the two slot chassis which does not have a built in
power supply; it allows a redundant power supply connection.This card also has an extra Alarm indicator to show
hardware failure. The OCA and OCA1 versions are compatible with each other.
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Interface Cards
Subscriber Loop Telephone The SL interface connects to a telephone (POT). When paired with the CO Interface
(described below), it extends a telephone line. Taking the telephone off-hook causes the remote CO Interface to go offhook. When the remote CO Interface receives a ringing voltage, a ringing voltage is provided by this SL Interface. This
SL interface can also be paired with another SL Interface to create a dedicated telephone link (order-wire). In this case
picking up the telephone at one node causes the telephone to ring at the other node. There are four independent SL
Interface ports on each card.
Part Number: OM200-SL4
Central Office Telephone The CO interface extends a telephone line; it connects to a Private Branch Exchange (PBX)
or a Central Office (CO). The CO Interface sees the subscriber loop battery and ringing voltages as would a telephone.
This interface is paired with an SL Interface in another OM200 node to implement a full telephone analog line circuit.
There are four independent CO Interface ports on each card.
Part Number: OM200-CO4
Analog Two Wire This interface creates dedicated two-wire links for analog signals such as voice, FSK, or DPSK.
Once the communication channel with the remote card is setup, each of the four ports connects to the corresponding port
on the remote card and the links are always active. There are no DC or ringinging voltages. Analog bandwidth is 3.4 KHz.
Part Number: OM200-Analog-3K-2W
Analog Four Wire This analog interface contains four bidirectional analog channels, and is primarily used for high
quality audio. Each of the four ports communicates with a corresponding port at the remote node, and each port is fourwire (seperate transmit and receive pairs) with 600 ohms of source/load impedance. The analog bandwidth is from 140
Hz to 22 kHz, and has very low noise. Eight general purpose TTL level I/O lines are included on this card.
Part Number: OM200-Analog-20K-4W
E&M1 This interface is line side equipment which connects to E&M trunk lines from a PBX (Private Branch Exchange).
Each of the four E&M ports communicates with a corresponding E&M port at the remote node. Two wire or four wire
audio can be selected. E&M signalling Types 1 to 5 are supported.
Two RS232 serial ports are included on this card; these follow the EIA/TIA 561 pinout standard. Any data rate up to 64
kbps can be passed.
Part Number: OM200-E&M1
T1/E1 This interface card transmits four channels of T1 (1.544 Mbps) or E1 (2.048 Mbps) digital telephony data. The
T1 (DS-1) is selectable for AMI or B8ZS encoding, while the E1 is HDB3 encoded. The timing for each channel is
independent of the other channels. A bit error rate test, local-looback, and remote-loopback can be initiated from the
management Interface.
Part Number: OM200-T1/E1
RS232 This interface has five identical ports. Each port communicates with a corresponding port at the remote node at
rates up to 128 kbps. These ports are transparent to the data rate and format. The RJ45 connectors follow the EIA-561
pinout standard, and jumpers allow a DCE or DTE I/O.
Part Number: OM200-RS232
RS485 This interface has five identical ports. Each port communicates with a corresponding port at the remote node at
rates up to 128 kbps. These ports are transparent to the data rate and format. The interface may be RS422 four-wire
mode (separate transmit/receive pairs), or it may be two-wire RS485, where several driver/receivers share a two-wire pair
in half duplex transmission.
Part Number: OM200-RS485
Ethernet This interface transmits four channels of 10/100BASE-TX Ethernet data. The throughput can be set from 1 to
100Mbps. The ports can act as a single LAN, or they can be configured so that each port is a dedicated connection to the
remote port.
Part Number: OM200-Ethernet
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Interface Cards
Serial Data
EIA-530, EIA-530A, RS-232, or V.35 interfaces are software selectable. This interface transmits and
receives data, two clocks, and all handshake lines over a pair of optical fibers. It is data rate transparent up to 11 Mbps.
Synchronous or asynchronous data can be transmitted. Two versions of the card are available. The OM200-DCE
connects to Data Terminal Equipment such as a computer. It has an on board bit rate generator which can output
standard clock frequencies. The OM200-DTE connects to Data Communication Equipment such as a modem. The
OM200-DCE and OM200-DTE are often used together, in which case a straight through cable connection is simulated;
however a DCE to DCE, or DTE to DTE configuration is also valid.
Part Number: OM200-DCE
OM200-DTE
Contact Closure This interface contains eight ports. The port pins may be configured as either contact sense (inputs)
or contact closure (outputs). The isolated dry contact outputs close when the corresponding input pins at the remote end
are shorted or are driven high by an RS232 signal. This interface may be used in a Master/Slave topology where a
Master node input shows up at several Slave node outputs, and the Slave nodes inputs show up at the Master node.
Part Number
OM200-Contact-1 for screw terminal block I/O
OM200-Contact-2 for RJ45 connector I/O
Digital Telephone The OM200-DTEL2 interface allows a PBX to communicate with Nortel MeridianTM M3903 and
M3904 digital telephone over a fiber optic link. It may work with other models of phones, however it has not been tested to
date. The same OM200-DTEL2 card interfaces to the PBX and the telephone. PBX/telephone detection is automatic and
there are no user settings. Each card has two separate ports.
Part Number: OM200-DTEL2
Alarm This interface monitors up to eight interface cards in a chassis for communication failures. This card is used
when data communication integrity is a must. Each of the Alarm card's eight relay contacts can be configured to close
when a particular card in the chassis fails; these contacts can be connected to an external alarm such as a buzzer.
Interface card failures include, loss of synchronization, loss of connection with the remote partner card, loss of power,
removal of the local or remote card, and hardware faults. These alarms may be transmitted to a remote location by
pairing this card with another OM200-Alarm card (or with the OM200-Contact card). This interface may also be used in an
Add-Drop topology where a number of input nodes can show up at one or more output nodes. An alarm at any of the
input nodes closes the corresponding contacts at the output nodes.
Part Number
OM200-Alarm-1 for screw terminal block I/O
OM200-Alarm-2 for RJ45 connector I/O
Radar Video This interface transmits radar video signals normally found in air traffic control systems. The video signal
goes from 0 V to up to 4 Vpeak, with a bandwidth of 2 or 4 MHz. This signal connects to the OM200-Radar-IN with a 50
or 75 Ohm coaxial cable. This signal is passed to the remote node and output on the OM200-Radar-OUT card. Several
tm
data channels are passed with the video. These cards also accept NAVALEX video signals where the data burst and
video signal are combined.
Part Number
OM200-Radar-AA-BB-CC where AA = IN or OUT; for the RX or TX module.
BB = 2M or 4M; for 2 MHz or 4MHz video BW.
CC = 50 or 75; for 50 Ohm or 75 Ohm I/O.
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Chassis
The OM200 Chassis is available in four sizes. The two slot version holds one optical interface, and is for point-to-point
applications . The four, six, and sixteen slot units can be used in a point-to-point or an add-drop topology. One or two Optical
Interfaces are installed; the other slots can be any mix of interface cards. Front panel indicators show optical link and
network alarm conditions.
Part Number
OM200-CH2

Description

Height

Power Supply

2 slot rack

1U

external power cube, or DC via optical card

4 slot rack

1U

external power cube, or DC via optical card

6 slot rack

1U

internal AC (85-264Vin), or DC via optical card

16 slot rack

3U

internal AC (85-264Vin), or internal DC

OM200-CH4

OM200-CH6
`
OM200-CH16

Power Supplies for OM200-CH16
One of the following power supplies must be installed; installing a second one of any type will provide redundancy.
The input to the DC supplies are isolated from chassis and earth ground.
Power Supply AC:
Power supply input .................................................... 85 TO 264 VAC, 47-63 HZ
Power supply output.................................................. 5 VDC, 7A max
Part Number:

OM200-PS1

Power Supply 12 VDC:
Power supply input .................................................... 9 TO 19 VDC
Power supply output.................................................. 5 VDC, 7A max
Part Number:

OM200-PS12

Power Supply 24 VDC:
Power supply input .................................................... 19 TO 30 VDC
Power supply output.................................................. 5 VDC, 7A max
Part Number:

OM200-PS24

Power Supply 48 VDC:
Power supply input .................................................... 30 TO 68 VDC
Power supply output.................................................. 5 VDC, 7A max
Part Number:

OM200-PS48
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